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and Anthony Doerr’s All the Light We Cannot See.”—Library Journal
(starred review) New York socialite Caroline Ferriday has her hands full
with her post at the French consulate and a new love on the horizon. But
Caroline’s world is forever changed when Hitler’s army invades Poland in
September 1939—and then sets its sights on France. An ocean away
from Caroline, Kasia Kuzmerick, a Polish teenager, senses her carefree
youth disappearing as she is drawn deeper into her role as courier for
the underground resistance movement. In a tense atmosphere of
watchful eyes and suspecting neighbors, one false move can have dire
consequences. For the ambitious young German doctor, Herta
Oberheuser, an ad for a government medical position seems her ticket
out of a desolate life. Once hired, though, she finds herself trapped in a
male-dominated realm of Nazi secrets and power. The lives of these
three women are set on a collision course when the unthinkable happens
and Kasia is sent to Ravensbrück, the notorious Nazi concentration camp
for women. Their stories cross continents—from New York to Paris,
Germany, and Poland—as Caroline and Kasia strive to bring justice to
those whom history has forgotten. USA Today “New and Noteworthy”
Book • LibraryReads Top Ten Pick
Hitler's U-Boat War - Clay Blair 2010-07-21
Clay Blair's best-selling naval classic Silent Victory: The U.S. Submarine
War Against Japan, is regarded as the definitive account of that decisive
phase of the war in the Pacific. Nine years in the making, Hitler's U-boat
War is destined to become the definitive account of the German
submarine war against the Allies, or "The Battle of the Atlantic." It is an
epic sea story, the most arduous and prolonged naval battle in all history.
For a period of nearly six years, the German U-boat force attempted to
blockade and isolate the British Isles, in hopes of forcing the British out
of the war, thereby thwarting the Allied strategic air assault on German
cities as well as Overlord, the Allied invasion of Occupied France.
Fortunately for the Allies, the U-boat force failed to achieve either of
these objectives, but in the attempt they sank 2,800 Allied merchant
ships, while the Allies sank nearly 800 U-boats. On both sides, tens of
thousands of sailors perished. The top secret Allied penetration of
German naval codes, and, conversely, the top secret German penetration
of Allied naval codes played important roles in the Atlantic naval battle.
In order to safeguard the secrets of codebreaking in the postwar years,
London and Washington agreed to withhold all official codebreaking and
U-boat records. Thus for decade upon decade an authoritative and
definitive history of the Battle of the Atlantic could not be attempted. The
accounts that did appear were incomplete and full of errors of fact and
false interpretations and conclusions, often leaving the entirely wrong
impression that the German U-boats came within a whisker of defeating
the Allies, a myth that persists. When London and Washington finally
began to release the official records in the 1980s, Clay Blair and his wife,
Joan, commenced work on this history in Washington, London, and
Germany. They relied on the official records as well as the work of
German, British, American, and Canadian naval scholars who published
studies of bits and pieces of the story. The end result is this magnificent
and monumental work, crammed with vivid and dramatic scenes of naval
actions and dispassionate but startling new revelations and
interpretations and conclusions about all aspects of the Battle of the
Atlantic. The Blair history will be published in two volumes. This first
volume, The Hunters, covers the first three years of the war, August
1939 to August 1942. Told chronologically, it is subdivided into two
major sections, the War Against the British Empire, and the War Against
the Americas. Volume II, The Hunted, to follow a year later, will cover
the last years of the naval war in Europe, August 1942 to May 1945,
when the Allies finally overcame the U-boat threat. Never before has
Hitler's U-boat war been chronicled with such authority, fidelity,
objectivity, and detail. Nothing is omitted. Even those who fought the
Battle of the Atlantic will find no end of surprises. Later generations will

Clear the Bridge! - Richard H. O'Kane 1981-04-01
Chronicles the history of the U.S.S. Tang from her launching in 1944 to
last fatal patrol nine months later
Clear the Bridge! - Richard H. O'Kane 1977
Clear the Bridge! - Richard Hetherington O'Kane 1977
Tang carried the war to the enemy with unparalleled ferocity. This is her
story as told by her skipper.
Wahoo - Richard O'Kane 2009-11-11
The career of the USS Wahoo in sinking Japanese ships in the farthest
reaches of the Empire is legendary in submarine circles. Christened
three months after Pearl Harbor, Wahoo was commanded by the
astonishing Dudley W. “Mush” Morton, whose originality and daring new
techniques led to results unprecedented in naval history; among them,
successful “down the throat” barrage against an attacking Japanese
destroyer, voracious surface-running gun attacks, and the sinking of a
four-ship convoy in one day. Wahoo took the war to Japan’s front porch,
and Morton became known as the Navy’s most aggressive and successful
sea raider. Now, in a new quality paperback edition, her full story is told
by the person most qualified to tell it—her executive officer Richard
O’Kane, who went on to become the leading submarine captain of the
Second World War. Praise for Wahoo “The accounts of the patrols are
spine-tingling, both in triumph and tragedy. It is a tale of great courage,
brilliant leadership, and daring innovation in a new type of submarine
warfare fought largely on the surface in waters closely controlled by the
enemy. Well-written, a gripping story for anybody with a love of the sea
or adventure in submarine combat.”—Naval War College Review “This is
an exceptional story of American men who rose to the occasion time and
again under dangerous circumstance.” —Abilene Reporter News “A firsthand—and first-rate—narrative, told by the former executive officer of
this legendary WWII submarine, which gives readers an intimate feel for
life aboard the ‘boats’ that helped beat the odds in the battles of the
Pacific and put Japan on the defensive.”—Sea Power “Like Clear the
Bridge!, [Richard] O’Kane’s bestselling account of the Tang’s 33
confirmed sinkings, [Wahoo] is a rousing, authentic war adventure that
could well become a classic of its type, crack[ling] with the tensions,
boredom, and occasional exhilaration of submarine life under the Pacific,
O’Kane is a superb storyteller, and his credentials are
impeccable.”—Springfield Sunday Republic
USS Pampanito - Gregory F Michno 2016-01-12
Most World War II submarine stories are glorifications of war written by
submarine captains about their own boats. But the USS Pampanito was
not a typical submarine. The sub and its crew caused plenty of
destruction, but they found the pinnacle of their honor and fame in a
dramatic sea rescue. Gregory F. Michno relates the experiences of the
crewmen—both enlisted men and officers—who served on the USS
Pampanito. The Pampanito story begins with the boat's construction in
1943, continues through its six combat missions, and concludes with its
decommissioning after the war in 1945. The heart of the book is the
September 12, 1944, attack on a Japanese convoy carrying English and
Australian POWs from the Burma-Siam Railway (of Bridge on the River
Kwai fame) to prison camps in Japan. The Pampanito helped sink two of
the prison ships, unwittingly killing hundreds of Allied soldiers, but then
returned to rescue the survivors. The crew picked a record seventy-three
men from the sea.
Lilac Girls - Martha Hall Kelly 2016-04-05
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • One million copies sold! Inspired by
the life of a real World War II heroine, this remarkable debut novel
reveals the power of unsung women to change history in their quest for
love, freedom, and second chances. “Extremely moving and memorable .
. . This impressive debut should appeal strongly to historical fiction
readers and to book clubs that adored Kristin Hannah’s The Nightingale
clear-the-bridge-war-patrols-of-the
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benefit by having at hand an account of this important phase of World
War II, free of bias and mythology.
Silent Victory - Clay Blair 1975
Here for the first time is the definitive history of the submarine war
against Japan -- the ONLY full-scale submarine war the United States
ever fought -- which has for the most part been shrouded in secrecy for
three decades. Only recently have the codebreakers who played such a
pivotal role in the submarine war been willing to talk about their work.
And only recently have the private papers, diaries, and official reports of
the submarine admirals and skippers been made available to historians.
Never Look Back - William A. Renzi 1991
Renzi and Roehrs take a critical look at the decisive Japanese-American
episodes in "The Great Pacific War", and include in their critique new
materials, some of which have only become available in the last decade.
David Buck, editor of the Journal of Asian Studies, calls this "a fast-paced
and dramatic account. . . ".
Brave Ship, Brave Men - Arnold Lott 1994-05-05
A masterpiece of World War II heroism, this book catches the spirit and
tone of an incredible fighting ship, the USS Aaron Ward, a destroyerturned-minelayer on the radar picket lines in the Pacific.
Where Youth and Laughter Go - Seth William Bell Folsom 2015-09-15
Where Youth and Laughter Go completes LtCol Seth Folsom’s recounting
of his personal experiences in command over a decade of war. It is the
culminating chapter of a trilogy that began with The Highway War: A
Marine Company Commander in Iraq in 2006 and continued with In the
Gray Area: A Marine Advisor Team at War in 2010. The chronicle of
Folsom’s command of 3rd Battalion, 7th Marine Regiment, “The Cutting
Edge,” and his harrowing deployment to Afghanistan’s volatile Sangin
District presents a deeper look into the complexities and perils of modern
counterinsurgency operations in America’s longest war. Charged with
the daunting task of pacifying a region with a long history of violence and
instability, Folsom and his Marines struggled daily to wage a dynamic
campaign against the shadowy enemy force that held Sangin’s
population firmly in its grip. With peace and stability always teetering on
the brink of collapse, the Marines of “The Cutting Edge” confronted their
own mortality as they conducted endless patrols through Sangin’s
minefields while fighting to win the hearts and minds of the Afghan
villagers. No other books have been published from the perspective of a
Marine infantry battalion commander in Afghanistan. It was Folsom’s
job, as the unit commander, to lead his Marines under impossible
circumstances. LtCol Folsom made the unusual decision to patrol with
his rifle squads every day through Sangin, where his Marines dodged
improvised explosive devices and sniper fire from an invisible enemy. As
his tour progressed and casualties mounted, he found his objectivity
evaporating and the love for his men growing. Where Youth and
Laughter Go is more than a blood-and-guts war story, it is a jarring,
“boots on the ground”–level examination of the myriad challenges and
personal dilemmas that today’s young service members face as the
United States approaches its final endgame in Afghanistan.
The Bravest Man - William Tuohy 2001
Describes the life and naval career of Richard O'Kane and the patrols of
United States submarines in the Pacific.
Thunder Below! - Eugene B. Fluckey 2013-04-01
The thunderous roar of exploding depth charges was a familiar and
comforting sound to the crew members of the USS Barb, who frequently
found themselves somewhere between enemy fire and Davy Jones's
locker. Under the leadership of her fearless skipper, Captain Gene
Fluckey, the Barb sank the greatest tonnage of any American sub in
World War II. At the same time, the Barb did far more than merely sink
ships-she changed forever the way submarines stalk and kill their prey.
This is a gripping adventure chock-full of "you-are-there" moments.
Fluckey has drawn on logs, reports, letters, interviews, and a recently
discovered illegal diary kept by one of his torpedomen. And in a
fascinating twist, he uses archival documents from the Japanese Navy to
give its version of events. The unique story of the Barb begins with its
men, who had the confidence to become unbeatable. Each team helped
develop innovative ideas, new tactics, and new strategies. All strove for
personal excellence, and success became contagious. Instead of lying in
wait under the waves, the USS Barb pursued enemy ships on the surface,
attacking in the swift and precise style of torpedo boats. She was the
first sub to use rocket missiles and to creep up on enemy convoys at
night, joining the flank escort line from astern, darting in and out as she
sank ships up the column. Surface-cruising, diving only to escape,
"Luckey Fluckey" relentlessly patrolled the Pacific, driving his boat and
crew to their limits. There can be no greater contrast to modern
clear-the-bridge-war-patrols-of-the

warfare's long-distance, videogame style of battle than the exploits of the
captain and crew of the USS Barb, where they sub, out of ammunition,
actually rammed an enemy ship until it sank. Thunder Below! is a firstrate, true-life, inspirational story of the courage and heroism of ordinary
men under fire.
The Bridge of Sighs - Olen Steinhauer 2007-04-01
From the author of New York Times bestseller The Tourist... It's August,
1948, three years after the Russians "liberated" the nation from German
Occupation. But the Red Army still patrols the capital's rubble-strewn
streets, and the ideals of the Revolution are but memories. Twenty-twoyear-old Detective Emil Brod finally gets his chance to serve his country,
investigating murder for the People's Militia. The first victim is a state
songwriter, but the facts point to a political motive. Emil would like to
investigate further, but his colleagues in Homicide are suspicious or
silent: He is on his own in this new, dangerous world. The Bridge of
Sighs launches a unique series of crime novels featuring a cast of
characters in an ever-evolving landscape, the politically volatile terrain of
Eastern Europe in the second half of the 20th century. The Bridge of
Sighs is a 2004 Edgar Award Nominee for Best First Novel.
The Depths of Courage - Flint Whitlock 2008-11-04
Chosen by WWII History magazine as one of the Best Books of the Year.
In the dark days after Pearl Harbor, the small, illequipped arm of the
Navy known as Submarine Force would stand between the shattered
U.S. Pacific Fleet and the might of the Japanese Navy. Unfortunately, the
spirit and courage of the Submarine Force is being forgotten as the
veterans of that force pass into history. To preserve their heroic tales of
war beneath the sea, critically acclaimed author and military historian
Flint Whitlock, in collaboration with decorated World War II submarine
veteran Ron Smith, set out on a journey of more than two years to
interview submariners and to record their accounts before the memories
of their endeavors are lost forever. These are their stories.
Clear the Bridge! - Richard O'Kane 1996-12-17
The story of Tang and her gallant crew ranks with the most amazing of
naval history. Whether rescuing Navy fliers off Truk or stalking enemy
convoys off Japan, Tang carried the war to the enemy with unparalleled
ferocity. Tang’s skipper on all five of her war patrols, Rear Admiral
Richard H. O’Kane is acknowledged as the top submarine skipper of
World War II. His personal decorations include three Navy Crosses and
the Congressional Medal of Honor. He retired as a rear admiral from his
command of the Submarine School, rounding out twenty years with the
boats. He also wrote the classic Wahoo: The Patrols of America’s Most
Famous WWII Submarine. Praise for Clear the Bridge! “There is no doubt
that Tang was the best. . . . Most of the rest of us wondered what it was
she had that the others didn’t. And here it is, in this extraordinary ‘tell it
as it really happened’ book, written by the most daring, most
professional submarine skipper of the war.”—Capt. Edward Beach,
author of Run Silent, Run Deep “A classic of naval literature. . . . A
stirring tribute, not only to [Richard O’Kane’s] gallant crew, but to all
World War II submariners.”—Michael D. Hull, Military Magazine
“Reading of [Tang’s] career and of the men aboard her is one of the great
reading experiences of my life.”—Broox Sledge, The Book World
The Hemingway Patrols - Terry Mort 2009-08-18
From the summer of 1942 until the end of 1943, Ernest Hemingway
spent much of his time patrolling the Gulf Stream and the waters off
Cuba’s north shore in his fishing boat, Pilar. He was looking for German
submarines. These patrols were sanctioned and managed by the US Navy
and were a small but useful part of anti-submarine warfare at a time
when U boat attacks against merchant shipping in the Gulf and the
Caribbean were taking horrific tolls. While almost no attention has been
paid to these patrols, other than casual mention in biographies, they
were a useful military contribution as well as a central event (to
Hemingway) around which important historical, literary, and
biographical themes revolve.
Infantry in Battle - Charles Trueman Lanham 1939
The War Below - James Scott 2013-05-14
Traces the dramatic story of the submarine force that changed the
course of World War II through strategic campaigns involving Japan's
merchant fleet and economy, revealing the formidable obstacles faced by
the crews of three submarines.
How Everything Became War and the Military Became Everything - Rosa
Brooks 2016-08-09
“A dynamic work of reportage” (The New York Times) written “with
clarity and...wit” (The New York Times Book Review) about what
happens when the ancient boundary between war and peace is erased.
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Once, war was a temporary state of affairs. Today, America’s wars are
everywhere and forever: our enemies change constantly and rarely wear
uniforms, and virtually anything can become a weapon. As war expands,
so does the role of the US military. Military personnel now analyze
computer code, train Afghan judges, build Ebola isolation wards,
eavesdrop on electronic communications, develop soap operas, and
patrol for pirates. You name it, the military does it. In this “ambitious and
astute” (The Washington Post) work, Rosa Brooks “provides a masterful
analysis” (San Francisco Chronicle) of this seismic shift in how America
wages war from an unconventional perspective—that of a former top
Pentagon official who is the daughter of two anti-war protesters and
married to an Army Green Beret. By turns a memoir, a work of
journalism, a scholarly exploration of history, anthropology, and law,
How Everything Became War and the Military Became Everything is an
“illuminating” (The New York Times), “eloquent” (The Boston Globe),
“courageous” (US News & World Report), and “essential” (The Dallas
Morning News) examination of the role of the military today. Above all, it
is a rallying cry, for Brooks issues an urgent warning: When the
boundaries around war disappear, we undermine both America’s
founding values and the international rules and organizations that keep
our world from sliding towards chaos.
Sink ‘Em All - Vice-Adm. Charles A. Lockwood 2017-07-19
Originally published in 1951, in Sink ‘Em All: Submarine Warfare in the
Pacific Vice-Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, who commanded the U.S.
submarines in the Pacific during the greater part of World War II,
provides an official account of wartime successes and tragedies. Writing
with writes complete authority and authenticity, he describes his efforts
to improve the provisions and after-patrol accommodations of the
submariners, and of his on-going struggle to improve the effectiveness of
torpedoes and other tools vital to the war effort. “It is to be hoped that
this interesting narrative will be widely read, and that the exploits of our
“Silent Service” will take their proper place in the minds of our citizens.
Certainly no one is better qualified to tell this story than the author, ViceAdmiral Charles A. Lockwood [...]”—Foreword by Fleet Admiral Chester
W. Nimitz, U.S. Navy Another fascinating read from Vice-Admiral
Lockwood, and a valuable addition to your collection.
War in the Boats - William J. Ruhe 1996-08
The journal from eight action-filled patrols in the South Pacific
Wake of the Wahoo - Forest J. Sterling 1960
A yeoman, who was transferred off a famous World War 2 submarine
hours before her fatal patrol, describes the day-to-day life aboard and her
attacks against Japanese shipping in the Pacific.
Undersea Warrior - Don Keith 2012-11-06
The remarkable true story of Dudley “Mush” Morton, the most
admired—and feared—submarine commander of World War II Mush
Morton was a warrior without peer. At the helm of the USS Wahoo he
completely changed the way the submarines fought in the Pacific War.
He would relentlessly attack the Japanese at every opportunity, burning
through his supply of torpedoes in record time on every patrol. Over the
course of only nine months and five patrols, Morton racked up an
astounding list of achievements, including being the first American
skipper to wipe out an entire enemy convoy single-handedly. Here, for
the first time, is the life and legend of a heroic submarine commander
who fought the war on his own terms, and changed the course of the
undersea war in the Pacific.
Blood and Fury - Stephen L. Moore 2022-08-02
For Dutton Caliber's American War Heroes series, the gripping and
action-packed combat story of America’s most celebrated tank
commander, Staff Sergeant Lafayette “War Daddy” Pool. Lafayette Pool
provided inspiration for Brad Pitt’s character “War Daddy” Collier in the
movie Fury, but his true story is less known. Here, acclaimed author
Stephen L. Moore writes the first full-length narrative to honor the
valiant Texan tanker. A champion Golden Gloves boxer turned U.S. Army
legend, Pool was known as the “ace of tankers” for destroying more than
five enemy tanks in head-to-head combat. Sporting a pair of cowboy
boots and a confident smile, Pool and his tank, In the Mood, fearlessly
led the charge into at least twenty-one different engagements across
France, Belgium, and Germany in World War II. His 3rd Armored
superiors credit Pool’s crew with destroying at least 275 enemy vehicles,
capturing 250 or more enemy soldiers, and killing or wounding more
than a thousand opponents. In one three-day period alone, they knocked
out four German tanks, three anti-tank guns, and fifty armored vehicles,
creating an overwhelming number of enemy casualties. Drawing on
official military documents, the memoirs of Pool’s crewmen, and personal
interviews with the family of Pool and his comrades, Blood and Fury is
clear-the-bridge-war-patrols-of-the

full of heated battles, suspenseful near-death experiences, and
indomitable bravery. At the heart of it all is an undeniable American
hero: Lafayette Pool.
Clear the Bridge! Dive! Dive! - Antonino d'Este 2010-08-09
Come back in time and step aboard a fleet submarine as she prepares to
go on a war patrol. You will learn how a submarine works and fights.
Commando - Peter Young 1969
Bridge to the Sun - Bruce Henderson 2022-09-27
One of the last, great untold stories of World War II—kept hidden for
decades—even after most of the World War II records were declassified
in 1972, many of the files remained untouched in various archives—a
gripping true tale of courage and adventure from Bruce Henderson,
master storyteller, historian, and New York Times best-selling author of
Sons and Soldiers—the saga of the Japanese American U.S. Army
soldiers who fought in the Pacific theater, in Burma, Iwo Jima, Okinawa,
with their families back home in America, under U.S. Executive Order
9066, held behind barbed wire in government internment camps. After
Japan's surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, the U.S. military was desperate
to find Americans who spoke Japanese to serve in the Pacific war. They
soon turned to the Nisei—first-generation U.S. citizens whose parents
were immigrants from Japan. Eager to prove their loyalty to America,
several thousand Nisei—many of them volunteering from the internment
camps where they were being held behind barbed wire—were selected
by the Army for top-secret training, then were rushed to the Pacific
theater. Highly valued as expert translators and interrogators, these
Japanese American soldiers operated in elite intelligence teams
alongside Army infantrymen and Marines on the front lines of the Pacific
war, from Iwo Jima to Burma, from the Solomons to Okinawa. Henderson
reveals, in riveting detail, the harrowing untold story of the Nisei and
their major contributions in the war of the Pacific, through six Japanese
American soldiers. After the war, these soldiers became translators and
interrogators for war crime trials, and later helped to rebuild Japan as a
modern democracy and a pivotal U.S. ally.
U-Boat Commander - Gunther Prien 2000-08
The V-47, commanded by Gunther Prien, had found a way through the
maze to the heart of the anchorage where the Royal Oak lay. Suddenly
two torpedoes blew the mighty Royal Oak battle ship apart it Capsized
with the loss of over 800 men.
The Bravest Man - William Tuohy 2009-03-04
“There’s no margin for mistakes in submarines. You’re either alive or
dead.” –Richard O’Kane Hailed as the ace of aces, captain Richard
O’Kane, winner of the Congressional Medal of Honor for his consummate
skill and heroism as a submarine skipper, sank more enemy ships and
saved more downed fliers than anyone else. Now Pulitzer Prize—winning
author William Tuohy captures all the danger, the terror, and the pulsepounding action of undersea combat as he chronicles O’Kane’s wartime
career–from his valiant service as executive officer under Wahoo skipper
Dudley “Mush” Morton to his electrifying patrols as commander of the
USS Tang and his incredible escape, with eight other survivors, after
Tang was sunk by its own defective torpedo. Above all, The Bravest Man
is the dramatic story of mavericks who broke the rules and set the pace
to become a new breed of hunter/killer submariners who waged a unique
brand of warfare. These undersea warriors would blaze their own path to
victory–and transform the “Silent Service” into the deadliest fighting
force in the Pacific.
Clear the Bridge! - Richard O'Kane 2011-07-06
The story of Tang and her gallant crew ranks with the most amazing of
naval history. Whether rescuing Navy fliers off Truk or stalking enemy
convoys off Japan, Tang carried the war to the enemy with unparalleled
ferocity. Tang’s skipper on all five of her war patrols, Rear Admiral
Richard H. O’Kane is acknowledged as the top submarine skipper of
World War II. His personal decorations include three Navy Crosses and
the Congressional Medal of Honor. He retired as a rear admiral from his
command of the Submarine School, rounding out twenty years with the
boats. He also wrote the classic Wahoo: The Patrols of America’s Most
Famous WWII Submarine. Praise for Clear the Bridge! “There is no doubt
that Tang was the best. . . . Most of the rest of us wondered what it was
she had that the others didn’t. And here it is, in this extraordinary ‘tell it
as it really happened’ book, written by the most daring, most
professional submarine skipper of the war.”—Capt. Edward Beach,
author of Run Silent, Run Deep “A classic of naval literature. . . . A
stirring tribute, not only to [Richard O’Kane’s] gallant crew, but to all
World War II submariners.”—Michael D. Hull, Military Magazine
“Reading of [Tang’s] career and of the men aboard her is one of the great
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reading experiences of my life.”—Broox Sledge, The Book World
Hellcats - Peter Sasgen 2011-11-01
A heart-stopping true tale of a submarine mission aimed at destroying
Japan’s merchant marine lifeline and ending World War II. By 1945, the
U.S. Navy's submarine force in the Pacific had sunk over a thousand
enemy cargo ships and tankers supplying the food, weapons, and oil
Japan needed to continue to fight. Yet this once mighty merchant fleet
continued to thrive in the Sea of Japan, where, protected from American
submarines by a seemingly impenetrable barrier of deadly minefields,
they provided a tenuous lifeline for the Japanese. Senior American
commanders believed that if these enemy ships were sunk, Japan would
be forced to surrender. Here is the incredible story of Operation Barney,
the daring plot to penetrate those minefields and decimate the enemy
fleet. The brainchild of the dedicated sub commander Vice Admiral
Charles Lockwood, the mission would hinge on a new experimental sonar
system that would, with luck, guide American submarines safely past the
mines and into the open sea. The nine submarines chosen, nicknamed
Hellcats, were tasked with the impossible—the combined crews of 760
submariners all knew their chances of survival depended on an unproven
technology and their own nerve. Based on original documents and the
poignant personal letters of one doomed Hellcat commander, Sasgen
crafts a classic naval tale of one of World War II's most dangerous
missions.
The Last Stand of the Tin Can Sailors - James D. Hornfischer 2008-11-12
“This will be a fight against overwhelming odds from which survival
cannot be expected. We will do what damage we can.” With these words,
Lieutenant Commander Robert W. Copeland addressed the crew of the
destroyer escort USS Samuel B. Roberts on the morning of October 25,
1944, off the Philippine Island of Samar. On the horizon loomed the
mightiest ships of the Japanese navy, a massive fleet that represented
the last hope of a staggering empire. All that stood between it and
Douglas MacArthur’ s vulnerable invasion force were the Roberts and the
other small ships of a tiny American flotilla poised to charge into history.
In the tradition of the #1 New York Times bestseller Flags of Our
Fathers, James D. Hornfischer paints an unprecedented portrait of the
Battle of Samar, a naval engagement unlike any other in U.S.
history—and captures with unforgettable intensity the men, the
strategies, and the sacrifices that turned certain defeat into a legendary
victory. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from James D.
Hornfischer's Neptune's Inferno. Praise for The Last Stand of the Tin Can
Sailors “One of the finest WWII naval action narratives in recent years,
this book follows in the footsteps of Flags of Our Fathers. . . . Exalting
American sailors and pilots as they richly deserve. . . . Reads like a very
good action novel.”—Publishers Weekly “Reads as fresh as tomorrow's
headlines. . . . Hornfischer's captivating narrative uses previously
classified documents to reconstruct the epic battle and eyewitness
accounts to bring the officers and sailors to life.”—Texas Monthly
“Hornfischer is a powerful stylist whose explanations are clear as well as
memorable. . . . A dire survival-at-sea saga.”—Denver Post “In The Last
Stand of the Tin Can Sailors, James Hornfischer drops you right into the
middle of this raging battle, with 5-inch guns blazing, torpedoes
detonating and Navy fliers dive-bombing. . . . The overall story of the
battle is one of American guts, glory and heroic sacrifice.”—Omaha
World Herald
Nothing Friendly in the Vicinity ... - Claude C. Conner 2013-09-25
As chronicled in Silent Victory, Clay Blair's monumental history of United
States submarine operations in World War II, the submarine war against
Japan was a relatively little known war-within-a-war. It was waged by an
initially small but expanding force of boats that eventually made more
than 1,400 war patrols and sank almost 1,400 Japanese merchant ships
and naval vessels. Many American submarines carved out enviable
records, including USS Guardfish, the subject of Claude Conner's
remarkable memoir of service aboard a US fleet boat as an enlisted man.
Conner, who served as a Radar Technician, weaves a compelling tale of
his service during several war patrols in the Pacific Theater against the
Japanese. His firsthand account spans the spectrum in detail and
emotion, describing everything from humorous personal incidents to the
boat's bone crushing battle against the sea; the thrill of sending an
enemy ship, to the bottom of the deathly terror of being trapped in a
flooding conning tower. A significant portion of Conner's reminiscence
describes the friendly-fire sinking of USS Extractor, which came about
when Guardfish's skipper mistook the ship for a Japanese submarine.
Along with the tragic sinking, Conner offers important information about
Extractor and her crew, several detailed firsthand recollections of
survivors, and an engrossing account of the Court of Inquiry that
clear-the-bridge-war-patrols-of-the

followed and for which Conner testified as a witness. Nothing Friendly in
the Vicinity is a fresh and compelling account of an enlisted man's
experiences during the hellish submarine war against Japan, and
recognized today as a classic of the genre.
Walking Point - Perry A. Ulander 2016-05-17
A Vietnam War veteran paints a searing portrait of his one-year tour of
duty as an Army draftee, shedding light on the emotional and physical
casualties of war In this intimate memoir, Perry A. Ulander chronicles
with powerful clarity the bewildering predicament he confronted and the
fellowship and guidance that transformed him during the year he served
as an American GI in the jungles of Vietnam. Conveying with unadorned
precision the harrowing experiences that shatter his core beliefs,
Ulander also captures the camaraderie and humor of his platoon, the
hostility between “lifers” and draftees, the physical hardships of
reconnaissance missions, and the unrelenting apprehension underlying
everyday life. Ultimately, he describes the surrendering of social norms
and accepted identities that allows him to glimpse a previously
unimagined realm of heightened awareness. Written after a lifetime of
reflection on the nature of war and the effect of violence and domination
on the minds and spirits of those forced to practice it, Walking Point
offers a powerful narrative for readers with an interest in the effects of
war and violence, American involvement in Vietnam, PTSD, and how
trauma can be a catalyst for spiritual transformation. Giving voice to
profound insights gained through extreme adversity, Ulander movingly
captures the depth of trust and commitment among a group of unwitting
warriors who struggle to stay alive and sane in unchartered territory.
Dispatches - Michael Herr 2011-11-30
"The best book to have been written about the Vietnam War" (The New
York Times Book Review); an instant classic straight from the front lines.
From its terrifying opening pages to its final eloquent words, Dispatches
makes us see, in unforgettable and unflinching detail, the chaos and
fervor of the war and the surreal insanity of life in that singular combat
zone. Michael Herr’s unsparing, unorthodox retellings of the day-to-day
events in Vietnam take on the force of poetry, rendering clarity from one
of the most incomprehensible and nightmarish events of our time.
Dispatches is among the most blistering and compassionate accounts of
war in our literature.
Red Scorpion - Peter T. Sasgen 2005-01-25
Drawing on the reminiscences and correspondence of former crew
members, including his own father, as well as other documentary
records, the author of War Plan Red provides a dramatic account of the
exploits of the USS Rasher, the submarine credited with sinking an
incredible array of enemy warships. Reprint.
Gallant Lady - Don Keith 2006-06-13
She looked like just about like the other diesel powered, Balao-class
submarines crafted in the '40s. But there the similarity ends. Because the
Archerfish--named for a fish that kills its victims with a lethal blast of
water from below--won a unique, heroic place in military history and the
memories of her crew members. Here is her story: from her assembly in
New England, her dedication at the hand of Eleanor Roosevelt, her
service in World War II, where she broke the back of the Japanese Navy
and sank the largest ship ever sunk by a submarine, to the details of her
critical role in the Cold War, crisscrossing the oceans for six years to foil
Soviet naval intelligence. Here too, is the story of her officers and
enlsited men, who waited years to serve on the Archerfish. In their own
words, these men tell how, against all odds, they sent a Japanese aircraft
carrier to the ocean floor . . . served in peacetime in the Navy's only all
bachelor crew . . . steered their ship into exotic ports all over the world .
. . welcomed B-girls, Japanese war veterans, royalty, Playboy bunnies and
a goat aboard ship, with equal hospitality. As they helped their sub
outlast fires and even an earthquake, they worked hard, played hard and
lived even harder. An extraordinary real-life odyssey, Archerfish is a
vivid, unforgettable portrait of submariners' life. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The War Below - James Scott 2013-05-14
“Beautifully researched and masterfully told” (Alex Kershaw, New York
Times bestselling author of Escape from the Deep), this is the riveting
story of the heroic and tragic US submarine force that helped win World
War II in the Pacific. Focusing on the unique stories of three of the war’s
top submarines—Silversides, Drum, and Tang—The War Below vividly recreates the camaraderie, exhilaration, and fear of the brave volunteers
who took the fight to the enemy’s coastline in World War II. Awardwinning journalist James Scott recounts incredible feats of
courage—from an emergency appendectomy performed with kitchen
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utensils to sailors’ desperate struggle to escape from a flooded
submarine—as well as moments of unimaginable tragedy, including an
attack on an unmarked enemy freighter carrying 1,800 American
prisoners of war. The casualty rate among submariners topped that of all
other military branches. The war claimed almost one out of every five
submarines, and a submarine crewman was six times more likely to die
than a sailor onboard a surface ship. But this valorous service
accomplished its mission; Silversides, Drum, and Tang sank a combined
sixty-two freighters, tankers, and transports. The Japanese were so
ravaged from the loss of precious supplies that by the war’s end, pilots
resorted to suicidal kamikaze missions and hungry civilians ate sawdust
while warships had to drop anchor due to lack of fuel. In retaliation, the
Japanese often beat, tortured, and starved captured submariners in the
atrocious prisoner of war camps. Based on more than 100 interviews
with submarine veterans and thousands of pages of previously
unpublished letters and diaries, The War Below lets readers experience
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the battle for the Pacific as never before.
Run Silent, Run Deep - Edward L. Beach 2016-10-15
This is a story of the silent service—the submarine crews which
destroyed the Japanese merchant marine. A narrative taut with drama,
told with the intimacy of a confession, it deals with two strong-headed
men: their loves, their jealousies, and their destinies in the lonely and
desperate struggle between the hunter and the hunted. Few war novels
will rival Run Silent, Run Deep in the naked realism of its action. None
will surpass its rising excitement and brilliant descriptions of men in
combat. Unlike many war novels, here is a story that deals with war from
the perspective of command. Edward Beach re-creates with fidelity the
anguish, agony, and triumphs of command decisions. In Commander
Richardson, he has created a character who embodies all that is fine, all
that is human, in an excellent naval officer. In a sense, Run Silent, Run
Deep is a monument, not to the misfits and the mistakes, but to those
men who rose to greatness under the sometimes unbearable tensions of
action.
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